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Abstract

It is shown that the desired predictive capability most of the

commonly used precompound formalism to calculate nuclear

reaction cross-sections is seriously reduced by too much

arbitrariness of the choice of parameters. The origin of

this arbitrariness is analysed in detail and improvements

or alternatives are discussed.

Introduction

In recent years many measured data for secondary energy and

angular dependent nuclear reaction cross-sections could be

understood as representing events which occur during the

equilibration process on the way until the compound nuclear

states are reached. The formal developments presenting this

understanding seemed also to provide the necessary tools

to calculate the considered cross-sections. But apparently

it is overlooked quite often that there are important

quantities occuring in most of the considered formalism which have

to be treated as parameters because they are too difficult

to calculate and what is obtained is more a fit rather than

a genuine prédictive calculation-. It is the purpose of this

paper to show this in details in order to obtain a help for

a step on the way towards a more complete theory.

It is usually assumed that the nuclear reaction cross-sections

split into a pre-equilibrium and an equilibrium component

according to

(1)
,Ej) /da (yej
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where e. is the energy of the incident and c- the energy of the

emitted particle. This additive splitting according to eq.(1) uses

to be verified by means of the solutions of the following set

of the so called master equations

(2)
dP(n.t)

dt

n-2,n
P(nr2,t)XA + P(n+2ft)X_
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describing the evolution in time t of the probability P{n,t)

that a certain total number n of particles and holes

(3) n = p + h

of the nuclear Fermi sea is excited. Cline and Blann /!/

have constructed this set of master equations as a set of

genuine balanceequations describing the balance between the gains

and the losses of probability for excitation of the n so called

excitons. These gains and losses are caused by transition pro-

babilities per unit time x"'n*2(E* for creation or destruction

of one particle-hole pair and by the total emission probability

per unit time L(n,E) of a particle from an n-exciton state.

Both X+(E) and L(n,E) depend on the excitaticn energy E.

If we now consider t=0 as the time at which the reaction has
started then the time T(n,E) spent by the composite nucleus in
the n-exciton state obviously is

(4) T(n,E) = J P(n,t)dt
o 39



Moreover we write as W.(n,E,e .) the probability per unit time

for a particle of type j to be emitted with energy E. from

an n-exciton state of excitation energy E. Thus

j(5) L(n,E) W.(n,E,£j)d£.j

where B. is the binding energy of the particle of type j.

With the quantities T(n,E) and W.(n,E,e.) of (4) and (5) we

obtain as the total cross section for emission of a particle

of type j with energy between e

of a particle of type i of energy

and c . + de . by an impact

(6) dg(e1

de.
T(n,E),

0 ^ (6^ in (6) is the cross section for the formation of the

composite system by the incoming particle i of energy E ^ The

summation is taken over all exciton states until the equilibrium

is reached where n is the initial exciton number corresponding to
o

the initial condition

(7) P(n,o) = S
nn.

According to Cline =-and Blann/1/, Ribansky, Oblozinsky and Betak

/2/,Wu and Chang /3/ and Dobes and Betak /A/ the solution of (2)

can very well be approximated by an analytic closed-form expression.

A corresponding approximate closed-form expression can consequently

also be obtained for T(n,E) of eq.(4) which according to Dobes

and Be'tak /A/ can be written:

(8)

where

(8a)

T(n,E) = Tu(n,E)

T°(n,E) = T(n,E)
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with
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and

(8c)
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and L(n,E) in (8)-(8c) are those ofThe quantities ..

(2) and (5). T°(n,E) in (8) is that part of the time integral

(4) which goes from O until the equilibrium distribution of

the exciton states at the equilibrium time t is reached .

For t > t this equilibrium distribution of the exciton

states of course does not change anymore. It has to be taken

proportional to the exciton state densities u> according

to the postulate of equal a priori probability as has been

pointed out by Cline and Blann/1/, Ribansky, Oblozinsky' and

Betak /2/ and Dobès' and Betak /4/. This has been used in the

second term of (8).

In all of the recent work ID is expressed by the Ericson

formula corrected by Williams /10/ to account for the Pauli

principle. Thus

( g E -

n-1

(9)

with the correction term A due to the Pauli principle.
p,n
d b

p,
A was correctly presented by Williams /10/ only for the

case p=h. To get an entirely correct expression for A „ sever

papers have been published (/5/, /6/, / 7 / and /8/).

But none of them has presented the correct expression also for

p^h.The Williams-expression is /5/ :

(9a) = 1(P2 p - 3h)



The correct expression has recently been found by Anzaldo / 9 / as:

(9b) Ap h = ph " 1 P<P+1).+ h(h+1)"l

On the other hand it could be shown / 6/ that neçjnc;t of

A would not matter very much especial iy for the case where

only one nucléon is incident or emitted and provided the excitation

energy is not too small according to

P/n
g

(10) E >>

But for more than one incident or emitted nucléon such as also for

the case of a-particles or heavy ions the contribution of A could

become important. Note that (3) is based on the constant single-

particle level density g taken at Fermi energy.

The exciton state density <un of (9) is of course also a factor

in the expression Wjtn.E,^) of (5) and (6) for the particle emission

probability per unit time. From the principle of detailed balance

Cline and Blann /I/, /10/ have obtained the expression

(11)
2s.+1

TT2 fi3
n-1

VE>
where s. and u. are spin and mass of the emitted particle,

U the excitation energy of the residual nucleus which for

nucléons incident and emitted is

(12) 0 =

and Q. (p) is a combinatorial factor by which the proton-neutron

distinguishability and mor*» general the emitted particle type

weighting is taken into account to make it possible to use the

one-Fertnion type density of exciton states. By inserting (8), (9)

and (11) into eq. (6) we obtain the additive splitting of eq.(1)

where in the equilibrium term the denominator of (11) is cancelled

by the oin of the second term of (8) and the remaining level density

factor of the equilibrium term becomes

exp{2/ir2gU/6)
(13) o)(U) = J B -(U) = :

n n 1 /48U

The last expression of (13) has been obtaines by Williams /5/

showing that the contributions from the Pauli principle correction

term A . in (9) cancel in the summation of (13). Thus with (13)P>n
the one-Fermion type level density expression of Bethe for

the free Fermi gas has been obtained in the equilibrium term

of (1).

Transition rate problem

The most crucial quantities of the above sketched formalism

are the transition rates x^'11*2 introduced with the master

equation (2). After the first rough estimates of Griffin /1a/

and Blann /1b/ the following Golden Rule expression was stated

by Williams /11/

(14) Xn'n+2 = f

where the square of the matrix element M is averaged over

the indicated transitions. Correspondingly w^' are exciton

state densities taken for these transitions. The u"'n± have

first been calculated by Williams /11/ from the Ericson

formula without and by Cline /6 / and by Oblozinsky\ Ribansky

and Betâk /12/ from the Ericson formula with the Pauli correction

term of Williams / 5/ (see. eq. (9) and the following texfo).

In addition the proton-neutron distinguishability has been taken

into account by the above mentioned authors /12/. it amounts

to a factor ^ with whioh the expressions of the previous authors^)
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/11/,/ 6/ have to be multiplied. The expressions thus obtained

are /1Q/,/13/:

2

(15a)

(15b)

g.
..C-- "Pauli

ph(n-2)

,-2)8gc Î.E-Epauli(p,h)] J(n-

In (15a,b) the single-particle level density of the compound

system is denoted by gc.

But by the way of the same considerations which have

been applied in connection with equations (9) and (10)

we can find that the Pauli correction terms in (15a,b)

can be neglected as in eq.(9) for excitation energies and

particle-hole numbers for which the above formalism is mostly

discussed here. Thus we do not present here E
P a u ] ^ °f (15 a,b)

in detail and refer to the papers /10/ and /13/ which present

wrong results corresponding to the differences between (9a)

and (9b).

Now in order to obtain a complete theory it would be

necessary to calculate |M| . But up to now nobody ever has

calculated |M| in a direct way from a'microscopic nuclear

model. As an alternative Kalbach /14/ has attempted to find

an empirical law for |M |. As such a law Kalbach /14/ made

the following proposal

(16) |MJ2 = K-A~3 • E-1

hoping that only one universal constant K would be necessary

to reproduce the particle emission cross-sections for a wide

range of nuclei and excitation energies E.

The above mentioned formalism with relation (16) has been

used by the following groups:

Kalbach /1O/, Holub, Pocanic, Caplar and Cindro /13/, Fu /15/«

Akkermans, Gruppelaar and Reffo /16/ and Gruppelaar, Costa,

Nierop and Akkermans /17/. The STAPRE-code formalism of

Strohmaier and Uhl /18/ works with a precompound- and compound

description separated from the beginning which is not explicitely

derived from a common master equation as shown by equations

(2)-(9). But the relation (16) is explicitly used in the pre^-

compound description. Unfortunately noK-values have been re-

ported by Strohmaiêr ana Uhl. But they do report that K has

been used by them as an adjustable parameter.

The intercomparison between /1O/, /13/ and /15/-/17/

is quite problematic because either pairing energy corrections

or emitted particle type weighting-or both have been taken into

account in very different ways. Unfortunately these ways are

not always characterized very thoroughly and clearly in the

quoted papers so that important details are difficult to

recognize. On the other hand Fu /15/ has demonstrated the

enormous influence of the way to take into account the level-

density pairing-energy correction. This influence can be so strong

that one should conclude that this is another source of arbitra-

riness in addition to the K-problem of (16). Thus we only can

intercompare the results respective within each of the papers

./10/, /13/ and /15/ - /17/.

In the papers /13/ and /15/-/17/ the theory is compared

with measured cross-sections for 14,6 MeV incident neutrons.

Only in the paper /10/ measured charged-particle cross-sections

are discussed for incident proton and a-particle energies from

14,6 - 62 MeV within a certain range of the periodic table.

As a result of these papers the relation (16) has been roughly

confirmed for incident energies from 14/6 - 62 MeV over a

range from A = 75 - 200. But because of the different handling

of the incorporation of pairing-energy correction and emitted

particle type weighting we obtain different K-values for the



different papers,namely:

Table 1

paper

/10/

/15/

/16/

/17/

/36/

K

(MeV3)

400

700

700

19O

5OO

400

g
(MeV)"1

A
13
• 6 .

<^>aGC

- -( — )

Î 3

Qj(p)
of eq.(11)

see /10/,/13/

see /10/ . /13/

in i n i t i a l cond

1

see /10// /13/

1

GC = Gilbert + Cameron/19/, BS = Back-Shifted Fermi-gas

r = residual Nucleus , c = compound nucleus

Thus from the above considerations we can conclude that

the relation (16) is confirmed for incident energies from

14,6 up to 62 MeV but with the different values of K which

are written above. The preceding formulations with (6)-

(16) have been incorporated by P.M. Mann into his computer

code HAUSER*5 /2O/ where the level density treatment is most

similar to /13/. The same is true for the multireaction code

GNASH of Young and Arthur /21/.

Ambiguities from unsolved level density problems

The differences of the values of K as shown in Tab.1 for.

the different publications /10/,/13/ and /15/-/17/are as

already mentioned partly related to a different handling of

the pairing-energy corrections of the compound as well as

preccmpound level densities (exciton state level densities).

Thus in the publication /1O/ the level density expression

(13) was used by C.Kalbach but with U replaced by U1 = V -6

where ô is the pairing energy correction taken from Gilbert

and Cameron /19/. A corresponding pairing energy correction

was introduced in the exciton state densities (see (6),(8),

(8a)-(8c),(9) and (11)). But the way this has been done is not

shown very explicitely in publication /10/. In /1O/ g = y 3 was

chosen as in /16/, (see Tab.1).

Contrary to /10/ the Gilbert-Cameron formula /19/ was

used instead of (13) in the work of Holub, Pocanic, Caplar

and Cindro /13/. In this work /13/ no pairing-energy corrections

were introduced into the exciton state densities of the pre-

compound part because odd-odd compound nuclei or compound

nuclei with odd number of the incident nucléon type were in-

vestigated. Moreover g = ̂ r a was used througout in /13/fer values

taken from Gilbert and Cameron /19/ (see Tab.1) with the

corresponding shell effects. But shell effects were also found

in /13/ for the K-values of nuclei near closed shells. Here K

MeV
3 (see Tab.1)

for 2 0 9Bi and K = 1400 MeV3 for 8 9Y.

very much exceeds the average value K = 700

such as K = 7OOO MeV

But for other nuclei discussed in /13/ such as' l:"Au with

K = 35OO MeV3 and 1O3Rh with K = 175 MeV3 these K-departures

197.

from K = 700 MeV cannot so easily be explained as shell effects.

Now Fu /15/ very much stressed that a certain amount of

pairing energy always must be expended if a particle-hole pair

excitation is accompanied by a pair breaking. Thus pairing-

energy corrections must always be taken into account in the

exciton state density expressions. But no rigorous derivation

of this influence was given by Fu /15/ and consequently no

unique results could be obtained. Yet by way of an estimate

Fu /15/ could show the strength of this influence. Thus by

taking into account this estimate of Fu /15/ the K-value had

to be changed from K = 400 (MeV)3 to K = 700 (MeV)3. This

shows that a rigorous treatment of pairing in the level density 43



expressions of the precompound and compound part with unique

results is badly needed in order to give the above formalism

a predictive capability with K being not only a fit parameter

but a universal constant. This consideration of Fu shows the

importance of considering the level densities not only isolated

but also in the framework of a consistent nuclear equilibration

formalism connected with certain nuclear reaction processes.

In all previous-mentioned work equidistant one-particle

levels were assumed. The influence of non-equidistance was in-

vestigated by Blann and Albrecht /20/ and by Kalbach /21/.

Transition rates from nucleon-nucleon scattering in nuclear

matter

Blann /24/ and Braga-Marcazzah, Gadioli-Erba, Milazzo-Colli

and Sena /25/ went ahead to remove the adjustable parameter

K in (14) and (16) by calculating the transition rates
%
± in eg. (2) from nucleon-nucleon scattering in nuclear

matter according to

(17) vp<<J>

where v is the particle velocity in nuclear matter

(18)
v =•

2(E+Ep)

44

p is the nuclear matter density and <o> the effective cross-section

for an excited nucléon to interact with nucléons having a Fermi

gas momentum distribution. The average < > is taken over the free

nucleon-nucleon scattering cross section with a method due to

Goldberger/26/and Hayakawa, Kawai and Kikuchi /27/ with the

Pauli principle taken into account. The general transition

rates x"'n*2 then were calculated by Gadioli, Gadioli-Erba,

and Sona, /28/ using a recursion procedure derived from the

expressions ( 14) and (S). The transition rates thus calculated-.

were then used by Gadioli, Gadioli-Erba, Sona, Sajo-Bohus,

Tagliaferri and Hogan /29/ and /30/ in an extended effort to repro-

duce absolute values of excitation cross-sections for a wide

range of mass numbers (89 < A < 169) and excitation energies

(10 MeV < E < 1OO MeV). But the mentioned authors found they

haà to multiply the calculated transition rates by factors of

the order of 0.1 to 0.25 in order to obtain satisfactory agreement

between the calculated and measured cross-sections.

Nevertheless C. Kalbach /33/ has attempted to integrate the more

detailed physical knowledge resulting from /29/ and /30/ into

an empirical formulation of type (14)-(16) with the result

(19)
e V 2 1/2

) ( — Ê — ) e<2 MeV
7 M e V 2 MeV

1/2

? MeV
2 MeV < e < 7 MeV

7 Mev . e < 15 MeV

15 MeV< e; e= |

With (19) and the choice K1 = 135 C.Kalbach /31/ was able to

reproduce the measured secondary-energy-dependent (p,p") cross-

sections of Bertrand and Peelle /32/ for 54Fe and 1 9 7Au with

incident energies of 29 and 62 MeV in the intermediate secondary

energy range. But the high secondary-energy tail came out much

too low compared to the measured results of /32/. Nevertheless

(14),(J5) and (19) have been incorporated by C.Kalbach into her

code PRECO-B /33/. Quite good reproductions of experimental

results by means of calculations on the basis of (14),(15) and

(19) have on the other hand been obtained for (n,2n) and (n,3n)

excitation cross-sections by Jhingan, Anand, Gupta and Mehta /34/



for incident energies up to 28MeV in the naes range 89 to 238. But

these cross-sections are not very sensitive to|M |. Gudima, Osokov

and Tonev /35/ did not need to reduce X+. These authors replaced

E+Ep in <a> and v by the relative kinetic energy

(20) Tn =

of the colliding particles in nuclear matter wifch n excitons and

excitation energy E. Eq.(20) results from the so-called right-

angle approximation.! is the sum of the mean kinetic energy of

an excited particle (p)

UOa) T(p) + E

n F n

and the kinetic energy of an intranuclear nucléon (N) averaged

over '-he Fermi spectrum,

(20b) Tn - 5 V

Gudima, Osokov and Tonev /35/ achieved a good reproduction of the

absolute values of the secondary-energy-dependent cross sections

for the reactions Ta(n.n') at 14.6 MeV, Cu(cc,p)Zn at 43 MeV and

Ta(p,n) at 18 MeV incident energy. Absolute pre-equilibrium

(n,n') cross sections at 14 MeV were calculated in the same way by

Hermsdorf , Meister, Seeliger, Sassonov and Seidel/36/ in good agreement

with experimental results in the mass range 3O < A< 200.

The absorption cross section o in Eqs.(6)-(8) was obtained from

the optical model. No additional fit parameters were needed but

a AQ-term was added to the master equation with

(20c)

and treated as \+ in (17). (18), (20) - (20b).

Tests for more incident energies below as well as above 14 MeV and

additional secondary-energy-dependent cross sections for a wide

ranga of mass numbers should be performed before the predictive

power of the method can be judged conclusively. This seems necessary

in particular because the approximations (17)-(20b) were originally

derived for kinetic energies of the colliding particles above

about 100 MeV, which means for incident neutron energies above

about 55'MeVif we consider E+E_, as a measure for the relative

energy of the colliding particles. The applications just mentioned,

on the other hand, were made for incident neutron energies well

below 55 MeV.

Hybrid and geometrle-dependent hybrid model

Blann /2.1/,/37/,/38/ found out that no fit parameters other

than those from the optical model were needed if the excitation

energy E in (17) and (18) was replaced by the energy E of the

emitted nucléon, and the Fermi energy E p by the optical potential

depth V. The A+ produced this way is then taken the same for

each n and is thus independent of n. According to Kikuchi and

Kawai/27/,/38/ ;\+ can be expressed as:

(21) Xj+(ej

where W. is taken from the imaginary part of the optical potential

fitted in the elastic channel of the emitted nucléon. The hybrid

model was then obtained by Blann /24/ by inserting (21) into the

closed form expression which arises by combining (6)-(8c1) after

replacing * n' n + 2 by (21) and L(n,E) by the factor before O.(p)

in the expression (11) for W.(n,E>e) divided by the one nucléon

level density g. of a nucléon of type j. This factor is called

X. (e.) according to

(22)
2s .+1

where g. has to be taken as

(22a)

Moreover

Z/14 (MeV)-1

i S omitted and L(n,E) in all the expressions

of (6)-(8c) is replaced by X.(e.) of eq.(22). 45



Finally Q^(p) in (11) is replaced by

(23) fij =

where p is the total number of particles, p.. the number of

particles of type j and f. . the corresponding-fraction, given an

incident particle of type i. Following Blann /37/ p.. should be

calculated according to
..

(24)
(p~1)tJ

ij
"ij

CT.. are the free nucleon-nucleon scattering cross-sections

used in a representation which is given in /38/. After the changes

introduced with (21)-(24) into (6)-(8c) the question arises whether

(6)-(8c) then still can be considered as an approximation of the

master equation (2). Blann outlined /37/,/38/ that these changes

were suggested to him by considering the formalism of Harp,

Miller and Berne /39/, /40/. Because of this composition from

two different formalisms Blann calls the resulting formulation

the "hybrid model". The resulting expression of the

hybrid model for precompound reactions thus becomes after intro-

ducing . (21 ) - (24) into (6)-(8c)

(25,
do(e. ,e.j)

Ei> I A n= 2 fij^Ti(E)

with

(26)

46

n E-B.
1 M - I (/

nQ+2<n'<n i,j o u))

where Pnli-(c.) is the expression behind the summation sign of (25)

and where ïï is the average exciton number at equilibrium obtained

from

(27)
n,n+2 n,n-2

according to (15a,b). The result without Pauli correction is

(28) ii = o / 2gE

From (25)-(28) quite satisfactory results were obtained /4Î/ for

parameter free prediction of secondary energy dependent (a,p) cross-
51 197sections for nuclides from to Au at 55 MeV incident energy.

Only the optical-model parameters from the elastic a- and p-channel

fits were used and no | M| -type parameter such as that occuring in (14)

and (16} was needed.

Much less successful, on the other hand, were attempts to repro-

duce the measured angle-integrated secondary-energy-dependent
197

Au(p,p') cross-section by means of hybrid calculations /42/. In
particular the very flat secondary energy dependence of the measured
197

Au(pfp') cross-section could not be reproduced by results obtained

from calculations on the basis of (25)-(28). These calculated results

show a much too steep descent with increasing secondary energy if
n
o = 3 is chosen. Improvements could be obtained by choosing n = 2
instead of n = 3 as the smallest exciton number n . But the choiceo o
n
o = 2 appears quite unphysical unless we assume that at the nuclear

surface one of the three initial excitons (a hole) is suppressed.

Such an assumption can be understood in the framework of the Thomas-

Fermi model, if the Fermi energy, as in the atomic case, is taken

as decreasing with the nuclear density d(r) towards the surface

according to

(29) EF<r> -hi I I 2/3



whfere the density follows the Fermi (or Woods-Saxon) distribution

, 1-1(3O) d(r)

with the nuclear half-density radius

(30a)

the surface thickness

c = CQA
i/3 c = 1.07 fm ,

o

(30b) O.55 fm

and the saturation density

(30O ds = ( f co
3 r 1 •

A reasonable way to account for the influence of the nuclear sur-

face diffuseness can be obtained according to Blann /37/ by

averaging along the particle trajectory taking the impact parameter

(31)

as the lower limit and the upper limit as

Inserting this into the Fermi energy expression (29) one gets the

geometry-dependent Fermi energy or potential depth

(35)

where

(36)

d(E.) 12/3

E _ SÎE F ~ 2Ïn ^d d )2 as'
2 / 3

is? the usual Fermi energy.

From the good results obtained without surface diffuseness

for (y:,t>) reactions by Mignerey and Blann /38/ and Chevarier et al.

/41/ with n-
197

A

4 or 5 and from the failure «ith n n = 3 in the case
197

of Au(p,p*) Blann /43/ concluded that only for n Q = 3 (incident

nucléons) must the surface diffuceness be taken into account because

only then can an exciton acquire enough energy to sense the bottom

of the potential well. In this way Blann /43/ found

(37) U

_ 1.

(32) R = c + 5z

outside the nucleus where the density is practically zero. The

quantities I and * in (31) are the orbital angular momentum quantum

number and the de Broglie wave length,

(33)

The averaged density is then defined by

1 Rs
(34) d(R5) = p- •_-„ • / d(r)dr .

The Ericson or Williams formula (3) is used in all other cases.

In addition there is an influence of the surface diffuseness

on the third factor in each sum term of Eq. (25) : g in the expres-

sion (2.;) for X.(e.) has to be taken as

(38)
E+B+E (R.)

instead of (22a). Finally also the absorption and excitation rate

X.+(e) in tha third factor of Eq. (25) can be affected by the sur-

face <3iffufsriess. This is th>a case if X. ,(e.) is calculated from



the imaginary part W.(r) of the optical potential for nucléon

scattering according to

(39) with

V3,

VR* R
1 "j
B J

(r)dr .

In (39) Rs is given by Rs = rQA ' +5a with rQ = 1.32fm and

a = O.51+O.7(N-Z)/A which is somev?hat different from (32).

One can now calculate the p^re-equilibrium component of the

inelastic-scattering neutron cross section, integrated over

emission angles but dependent on the secondary energy, by means

of the Eq.(22) - (39). These equations represent the hydrid

model with surface diffusfness which was called by Blann the

geometry-dependent hybrid model. Apart from general nuclear para-

meters such as nucléon numbers (N, Z, A ) , nuclear radius and sur-

face thickness the model contains only the optical-model quantities

W and <J(E). in particular there are no additional fit parameters.

Moreover, the geometry-dependent hybrid model is the only existing

model that takes the diffuseness of the nuclear surface into account.

52, 55,,
56

On t h i s b a s i s 14.6 MeV (n,n") cross -sect ions for Cr, Mn,
Ni and Nb were calculated by Droeders, Breeders and Jahn

48

Fe,

/44/ (second£iry-energy-dependent and angle integrated) which aii

in rather good agreement with the measured results of the groups

in Dresden/45/ and Livermore /46/. Also 62 and 39 MeV (p,p') cross-

sections of the same kind en 56Fe and 2 0 9Bi were calculated in

the same way by Blann /38/ who could obtain satisfactory agreement

with th« measured results of Bertrand and Peelle /32/, and Scobel,

Bissem, Friese, Krause, Langaake, Langkau, Plischke, Scherwinski

and Wien /47/ compared their identically calculated 27 MeV-(p,p')~

results with their own measured results on 5 8' 6 O' 6 1 f 6 2' 6 4»i and

' Cu where also good agreement was obtained.

A computer code was developed by Blann /48/ on the basis of

t;.is model the fiist version of which was called ALICE /48/.

In this code, as in Refs. /37/ and /43/, the expression

3A(40) 9(R.) =

was used instead of (38). This led to unrealistic results as

described jn Ref. /49/. The calculations of Hansen, Grimes,

Howerton and Anderson (see Réf. /50/) were apparently based on

Eq.(40) and therefore give too small pre-equilibrium components

of the secondary-energy-dependent inelastic neutron-scattering

cross section. Also our own first (n,n*) calculations on Fe

and '"ou with the hybrid-model code /48/were only successful

after re-introduction of a fit parameter /51/.

This deficiency of ALICE was corrected in the version OVERLAID

ALICE /52/ which was successfully applied to (p,p') reactions

by Blann (see Ref. /39/)and to d-. He- and He-induced reactions

by Bisplinghoff, Ernst, Machner, Mayer-Kucknk and Jahn, Probst,

Djaloeis, Davidson and Mayer-Boricke (see Ref. /38/).

Critical summary of the exciton-master equation-approach

Two groups of precompound descriptions and their applications

are reviewed in this report. The first group is based on the

master-equation (2) with its two different ways of determining

the internal transition rates \™'n- . One way consists of re-

ducing A"'"* 2 to a universal empirical law with a universal constant

K by using the Golden Rule expressions (14)-(16). But the still

too small range and number of examples of incident energies

as well as the Xack of mathematical transparency of the different

versions of calculations does not allow a unique conclusion about

the universal law and its constant (see Tab.1 and equations (14)-(16)) ,

One source for this nonuniqueness is the nonexistence of a unique

prescription or at least convention for the incorporation of pairing-

energy corrections into the exciton state densities (see the ex-

planations around Tab. 1 and in the following paragraph).



For reasons of consistency ambiguities are introduced in this

way also into the equilibrium state densities. Moreover all the

work based on the attempt of the universal A -law (14)-(16)

is based on eguidi-tant single-nucleon levels. Thus

because of all the nonuniquenéss mentioned above we have

the situation that the question of a univeral X^-law is still

in a stage of being explored by fitting measured cross-sections

rather than of being used to predict them.

The adherents of the master-equation exciton model approach

appear to be very much attracted by its quality of being based on

the unique r.;aster-equation system, eq.(2).. which can be derived

directly from the microscopic statistical random matrix model of the

nuclear Hamiltonian according to Agassi, Weidenmuller and Mantzonraiiis

/53/. To maintain therefore this exciton master-equation approach

the second of the two above-mentioned ways of determining X?'n-

was taken by Gadioli et al. /29/, /30/ who went ahead to fully,

calculate the x"'n- -transition rates from nucleon-nucleon-

scattering in nuclear matter. But the transition rates resulting

from these calculations had to be reduced by 0,1 -to 0,25 in order

to get full reproduction of the measured (p,x,n)-excitation crc<ss-

s?~ctions for mass numbers 89 < A < 169 and excitation energies

10 MeV < E< 100 MeV. In other words: The calculated cross-sections

are too small by factors of 0,1 to 0,?.

As a way out C.Kalbach proposed the still more complicated

universal law of aq.(19) trying to reproduce the numerical results

of Gadioli et al. 729/, 730/ with the new universal fit-constant

K'. But until now this more complicated universal law could be

tested with only few examples and not even very successfully as

remarked after eq.(19).

We therefore are inclined to take the result serious that

the cross-sections calculated as mentioned above come out too small

by O,1 to 0,5. We think this should be interpreted as an indication

that the exciton-master-equation approach does not take Into account

the full reaction processes.It only takes into account those

reactions which are related to the equilibration process. But there

should be the direct reaction processes in addition which are not

taken fully Into account by the exciton-master-equation approach.

This is shown very clearly by the formalism of Agassi, Weiden-

muliar and Hantzouranis /53/ and is also pointed out by Bunakov

/5V.

As another strong evidence for the importance of these

extra direct reaction contributions it should be considered that

the A -dependence of |M2| according to equation (16) appears

to be empirically rather well established, w in (14) is

prédominâtly A -dependent as shown if the g~ A behaviour of

Tab. 1 is introduced into (15a). This means approximate A-inde-

pendence of A if the validity of the A~3-dependence of -

| M2| is assumed according to ('6). In other words: The A -

dependence introduced by (15a) is cancelled by the A~ -dependence

of (16). This rises doubts about the Golden Rule treatment of

X+ as well as about the predominance of the exciton-master-

equation contribution at any- range of the secondary-energy dependency

of the angle-integrated cross-sections. An A-independence of

A gives the results of a slow A-dependence of the angle-integrated

secondary energy dependent cross-section according to (6), (8a)

and (8b) as about A1^3 if integrated over the secondary energy.

But just this type of behaviour is shown by the cross-sections

of the direct processes as pointed out by Cohen in the panel of the

Albany Conference on Statistical Properties-of Nuclei, August 23 - 27,

1971 /73/ who used the following figure:

NI If
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This figure shows how the very strong exponential A-dependent

behaviour of the compound-contributions of the (p,p*)-emission

cross-section at low emission energies goes over to the weakly

A-dependent behaviour of the direct' contributions at the high-energy

tail. Thus this slow A-dependence can be obtained from the

direct contributions without the artificial introduction and

recancellation of the A -behaviour shown by the Golden Rule-

method to calculate X of the exciton-master-equation approach.

Angular distributions of the exciton-master-equation approach

Further strong indications that no direct reaction processes

contribute to the results of the pure exciton-master-equation

approach can also be read off from the angular distributions

resulting from the angular dependent exciton-master-equation

approach developed by Mantzouranis, weidenmtlller and Agassi 755/.

These angular distributions show at -the high secondary energy

tail too small contributions to the forward and backward directions

as compared to the measured values /56/, 757/ and /16/.

This can be seen from the results of Mantzouranis /56/ for 45 MeV-

(p.p1)-reactions on 48Ca, 90Zr, 120Sn and 2O8Pb, of the author

/57/ for 14,6 MeV-(n,n")-reactions on 56Fe and of Akkermans,

Gruppelaar and Reffo /16/ for 14,6 MeV-(n,n')-reactions on 33

isotopes form Be til Bi.

The last mentioned results are presented as averaged over

secondary energy Intervals 2-11 MeV and 6-11 MeV which rises

the question whether this means much information in view of the

much better resolved secondary-energy spectra measured by the

Dresden group 745/ with -secondary-energy- bins

ranging from 0.5 MeV to O,O5 MeV. Moreover the wide energy-

arevent the pretendedaveraging intervals of Akkermans et al. /16/

possibility of applying their results in the field of fusion

reactor design calculations where at least about seven secondary

energy groups are needed.

SO

We thus consider the foregoing stated deviations between

the calculated and the measured angular distributions as a further

limitation indicating that the direct reaction processes are not taken
into account by the exciton-master-equation approach.

Model with explicit account of the direct reaction processes

As a way out it therefore seems to be adequate at first

sight to resort to those approaches which take into account the

direct processes explicitely in addition to the precompound

or compound contributions.

There are several approaches of this type which can be

grouped according to the names of the following authors:

1. Austern with his book on direct reaction theories /58/.

2. Blokhin, Ignatyuk, Lunev and Pronaev /59/.

3. Tamura, Udagawa and Lenske /6O/.

4. Peshbach, Kerman and Koonin /61/.

Approach 1 was developed to treat those direct reaction processes

by which single low lying resolved levels of nuclei can be

reached. For our context it was used to calculate the high energy

tail of the secondary-energy-dependent (p,p')- and (n,n')-•cross-

sections respectively.

This was done by Fu /62/ for 56Fe on the basis of two DWBA-{p,p')

analyses of Peterson /63/ and Mani /64/ of measured cross-sections

for 17,5 and 45,35 MeV incident energies. From these (p,p*)-analyses

in particular of the angular distributions the DWBA-parameter of

the first 3O levels were obtained and used by Fu /62/ to calculate

the corresponding 14,6 MeV-(n,n')-cross-sections by means of the

computer program SALLY/63/. In this way a secondary-energy-distributed

14,6 MeV-(n.n1)-cross-section was obtained by Fu /62/ with rather

sharp lines around each of the first 25 levels of 5 6Fe. This DWBA
i

cross-section-distribution obtained for the first 25 discrete
levels of Fe was then averaged by the author /66/ over the



intervals 10-11, 11-12 MeV etc. of the secondary neutron energy

and a step-curve was obtained /66/ which agreed quite well with the

experimental step-curves of the Liverroore 746/ and Dresden 745/

groups.

On the other hand we already mentioned that the smooth curve cal-

culated from the geometry-dependent hybrid model as explained

after eq.(38) and presented in /44/ agreed also quite well with

the measured Dresden /45/ and Livermore /46/ results. This is

in accord with Blanns repeated statements that he considers the

nn = 3-component of the geometry-dependent hybrid model as the

direct component 737/ as demonstrated also by its surface de-

pendence shown by eqs.(29)-{39). This is the only surface de-

pendence shown by any precompound model.

Finally there is the close relationship of the geometry-

dependent hybrid model to the Harp-Miller-Berne equations as

pointed out by Blann (see the remarks concerning eq.(24)). Now

Bunakov /54/ gave a derivation of improved Harp-Miller-Berne

equations and showed that the direct contributions are included

in them in contrast to the exciton-master-equation approach.

The residual interactions of Bjnakovs new HMB-equations were

completely expressed by the parameters of the optical model

/54/. Thus Bunakov.'s new equations depend of no fit parameters

other than those of . the optical model although they even include

the direct contributions. These properties are the same as shown

by the hybrid and geometry-dependent hybrid models. Therefore it

should be possible to derive those or similar models rigorously

from Bunakov ' s new equations • In case of success we would consider

the obtained approach as most preferable against all the other

models discussed in this report because the direct contributions

would be included and no fit-parameters other than those from

the optical model would be needed. But, as already mentioned,

this approach 1. till now was only tested for the case of

low lying resolved levels.

We therefore have to discuss approaches 2.-4.developed to

calculate the excitation of the unresolved region of levels,

the so called continuum part of the spectrum. This was carried

out by approach 2. in the random-phase approximation of a phonon

model with a self-consistent choice of the effective residual

interaction. Two phonon excitations were taken into account.

Satisfactory reproductions of the measured results were presented

for the angular distribution of 20 MeV protons emitted following

the impact of 62 MeV protons on Fe as well as for the secondary

energy dependent cross-section of 39 MeV protons incident on Fe.

Only rough agreement with the measured results was achieved for

the secondary energy dependent cross-sections of 62 MeV protons

on 54Fe and on 2 O 8Pb.

Approach 3. has much similarity with approach 2. The only

difference is that particle-hole excitations are introduced

instead of phonon excitations. Measured angular distributions

of 62 MeV incident protons on Al and 2 O 9Bi are rather well

reproduced for secondary proton-energy intervals of 42-52,

32-42 and 22-32 MeV. But Tsai and Bertsch /67/ noted that the

energy-weighted, sum rule comes out too large with the ph-

approximated deformation parameters. Thus Tamura et al. switched

to RPA-states and finally to microscopic ph-states and two-

step-ph-contributions had to be added /60/. Also Arndt and

Reif attempted a similar approach /68/.

Tamura et al. have shown /6O/ that approach 4. can be

obtained from approach 3. if some simplifications are intro-

duced into the multi-step (predominantly two-step) contributions.

So far the one-step contribution of 4. is the same as that of 3.

with the difference that the excited level densities are given

by RPA response functions in 2. and 3. but by the Ericson ph-

function in 4. The latter rises the same level density problems

as in the forementioned precompound contributions of the exciton

master-equation approach which will become important in particular

below 20 MeV excitation energy. Pairing energy corrections are

taken into account only in approach 2. The effective interaction

of approach 4. has to be adjusted. Good agreement between cal- ci
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culated and measured angular distributions could be obtained

by Bonetti et al. /69/ with the same effective interaction force

constant v Q •-•= {27,9 + 3,5)MeV for angular distributions of

20-40 MeV neutrons emitted from 25-45 MeV protons incident

on 40Ca, 90Zr, 120Sn and 2 O 8Pb. For the lower incident energies

as 25 MeV the statistical multi-step compound contributions of

approach 4. become significant, see Bonetti et al. /70/.

The appearence of the so called statistical multistep compound

contributions in addition to the statistical multi-step direct

contributions is a typical aspect of approach 4. which was

derived from Feshbachs general framework of nuclear reaction

theories /71/ with itsP and Q projection-operators onto the

open and closed channel spaces leading to both, statistical

multi-step direct and statistical multi-step compound contributions.

The latter have some similarity with the precompound- and

compound contributions of the exciton master-equation approach.

Contributions of this type have not been taken into account

by approach 3. for the high-energy examples considered there.

A Hauser-Feshbach-contribution has been successfully added

only for the examples of low-energy a-emission cross-sections

(< 25 MeV) from 62 MeV protons incident on 54Fe. A! similar

evaporation contribution has also been taken into account by

approach 2.

Whereas in approaches 2. and 3. the effective residual

interactions are fixed by self-consistency requirements or sum

rules, free fit-parameters are left in approach 4. for the

residual interactions. Even two strengths of residual interactions

were needed in approach 4.: one for the multistep-direct

contributions with V Q = (27+ 3,5) MeV according to Bonetti

et al. /69/ and one for the multi-step-compound contributions

with V Q = 0,70 MeV /70/. But different functions were chosen

for the two cases: A Yukawa function for the multi-step direct

residual interaction, and a 6-function for the multi-step

compound residual interaction. This must be taken into account

in comparison of both interaction strengths. But nevertheless

they appear to be extremely different, and the question must

remain open whether and how this difference can be explained.

Moreover this independent adjustability of the two residual

interactions of approach 4. can be another source of ambiguity.

This has been pointed out by Tamura et al. /60/ by means of

the fact that reproductions of measured' (p,a)-angular-distri-

butions could be achieved with the same success by a one- step

direct plus Hauser-Feshbach approach (see Dragun et al. /72/).

as well 3s by a two-step direct approach (see Tamura et al. /60/)

In spite of different incident proton energies in these two

cases (44,3 and 34,6 MeV in case of Dragun et al. and 62 MeV

in case of Tamura et al.) we consider these two successes with

the two different approaches as a hint at the above-mentioned

ambiguity which should be investigated somewhat more

but which eventually could perhaps be removed by self-consistency

requirements or sum rules as in the cases of the approaches 2.

and 3.

In any case approaches 1 . - 4 . demonstrate the occurence of

the direct reaction processes and by selecting the advantages

it might be possible to obtain a unified and simpler procedure.

Conclusions

The approaches 1. - 3. to take into account the direct reaction

processes are substantially able to predict cross-sections

whereas approach 4. is a fitting procedure with possible ambi-

guities. But until now they have been tested only by a few

examples. This might have to do with the necessary extensive

numerical expense. Simpler is the exciton-master-equation approach.

But apparently it does not take into account the direat reaction

processes and thus cannot fully describe the forward peaked

angular distributions. Moreover it. is more a fitting procedure

rather than a predictive theory which latter is badly needed to test

measured results and to close gaps where measuring is too



d i f f i c u l t or even impossible. But as a unique f i t t i n g procedure
the exci ton master-equation approach corId s t i l l be useful .
Right now i t cannot be obtained t h i s way because of the un-
necessary d i f f erent writ ing versions of the same so lut ion
of the exc i ton master-equation approach which i s one reason for
the d i f f erent values of the K-constant in Tab.1. Another reason
i s the lack of a unique procedure to take into account the
pairing-energy and s h e l l corrections into the analyt ic ex-
c i t o n - s t a t e and nuclear l eve l density expressions. Also
the Paul i -correct ion term used unt i l now i s p a r t i a l l y wrong.
The same nuclear level density problems occur also i f the hybrid or the
geometry-dependent hybrid model are used. However, these models have more
predictive capability than the exiton master equation approach, specially for
the oases of (n,n1) and (p,pr^ reactions, but for the two nucléon and composite
particle emission hybrid and geometry—dependent hybrid versions have not yet
been developed. Thus more consolidation and unification of the very many
hitherto existing approaches seem to be necessary rather than s t i l l more
diversification and blowing up.
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